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MotivationMotivation

One of the most stylized facts in the international finance is One of the most stylized facts in the international finance is 
that investors overweight domestic securities in their that investors overweight domestic securities in their 
portfolio investment.portfolio investment.
– Many studies document such home bias (see French and Poterba, 

1991, Tesar and Werner,1998, and Ahearne, Griever, and 
Warnock, 2004).

The issue of home bias has been puzzling researchers for at The issue of home bias has been puzzling researchers for at 
least 30 years (Stulz, 2005).least 30 years (Stulz, 2005).
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MotivationMotivation

One of the most stylized facts in the One of the most stylized facts in the 
international finance is the evidence that international finance is the evidence that 
investors overweight domestic securities in investors overweight domestic securities in 
their portfolio investment.their portfolio investment.

The issue of home bias has been puzzling The issue of home bias has been puzzling 
researchers for at least 30 years (Stulz, 2005).researchers for at least 30 years (Stulz, 2005).
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Home bias and information asymmetry

Theory suggests that information advantage of local 
investors over foreign investors can partially explain the 
home bias.

Mixed evidence based on investment performance 
approach. 
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Locals are better informedLocals are better informed

International marketsInternational markets
–– Brennan and Cao (1997) Brennan and Cao (1997) 
–– Kang and Stulz (1997)Kang and Stulz (1997)
–– ChoeChoe, Kho, and Stulz (2005), Kho, and Stulz (2005)
–– Dvorak (2005)Dvorak (2005)

Resident vs. non-resident in a domestic market
–– CovalCoval and Moskowitz (1999, 2001)and Moskowitz (1999, 2001)
–– HubermanHuberman (2001)(2001)

–– IvkoviIvkovićć and and WeisbrennerWeisbrenner (2005)(2005)

–– But: But: SeasholesSeasholes and Zhu (2005)and Zhu (2005)

66

Foreigners are better informedForeigners are better informed

Grinblatt and Grinblatt and KeloharjuKeloharju (2000)(2000)
SeasholesSeasholes (2000)(2000)
FrootFroot, O, O’’Connell, and Connell, and SeasholesSeasholes (2001)(2001)
FrootFroot and and RamadoraiRamadorai (2001)(2001)
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Difficulty with investment performance Difficulty with investment performance 
approachapproach

Lack of high quality, high frequency trading data for a Lack of high quality, high frequency trading data for a 
large sample of countrieslarge sample of countries
Difficulty in controlling for risks, asset pricing modelsDifficulty in controlling for risks, asset pricing models

88

A more direct approachA more direct approach
If domestic and foreign analysts try to have the most precise If domestic and foreign analysts try to have the most precise 
forecast, then comparing analyst forecast precision provides a forecast, then comparing analyst forecast precision provides a 
comparison of the quality of information available to domestic acomparison of the quality of information available to domestic and nd 
foreign investors foreign investors 
No need to use returns and asset pricing models No need to use returns and asset pricing models 
Malloy (2004): analyst forecast is ideal for testing asymmetric Malloy (2004): analyst forecast is ideal for testing asymmetric 
information, agency costs, and herding. information, agency costs, and herding. 
Data availabilityData availability
–– I/B/E/S (First Call), NelsonI/B/E/S (First Call), Nelson’’s Directory of Investment Research, s Directory of Investment Research, ZacksZacks
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Performance of financial analystsPerformance of financial analysts

Definitions: local, foreign and expatriate analystsDefinitions: local, foreign and expatriate analysts
Mixed and isolated evidenceMixed and isolated evidence
–– Malloy (2005)Malloy (2005)
–– BacmannBacmann and and BolligerBolliger (2001)(2001)
–– OrpurtOrpurt (2004)(2004)
–– BolligerBolliger (2004)(2004)
–– Chang (2004)Chang (2004)
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Our contributionsOur contributions

Measure the analyst local advantage for 32 countriesMeasure the analyst local advantage for 32 countries
Relate the advantage to firmRelate the advantage to firm-- and countryand country--level transparency & level transparency & 
governancegovernance
–– Analyst local advantage negatively related to the quality of infAnalyst local advantage negatively related to the quality of informationormation

Evaluate the relevance of information asymmetry for the home biaEvaluate the relevance of information asymmetry for the home biass
–– Information asymmetry appears to be a common cause for the localInformation asymmetry appears to be a common cause for the local analyst analyst 

advantage and home biasadvantage and home bias
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HypothesesHypotheses

H1: Distance affects analyst performance.H1: Distance affects analyst performance.
–– Local analysts provide more accurate earnings forecasts.Local analysts provide more accurate earnings forecasts.
–– Local analysts have access to information because they are Local analysts have access to information because they are on on 

the spotthe spot..

H2: Analyst local advantage is more pronounced in a less H2: Analyst local advantage is more pronounced in a less 
transparent environment.transparent environment.
–– FirmFirm--levellevel
–– CountryCountry--levellevel

1212

Data sourcesData sources

Standard & PoorStandard & Poor’’s Transparency and Disclosure datasets Transparency and Disclosure dataset
–– 894 non894 non--U.S firms from 40 countriesU.S firms from 40 countries
–– FirmFirm--level transparency and disclosure measurelevel transparency and disclosure measure

I/B/E/S international filesI/B/E/S international files
NelsonNelson’’s Directory of Investment Researchs Directory of Investment Research
–– Volume 2004Volume 2004

Nearly 8,000 analysts from 752 research firmsNearly 8,000 analysts from 752 research firms
6,400 U.S companies and 7,000 non6,400 U.S companies and 7,000 non--U.S companies.U.S companies.

–– HardHard--copy onlycopy only
Unique data on analyst locationsUnique data on analyst locations
–– Local Local vsvs foreignforeign

Pure local Pure local vsvs expatriateexpatriate
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Sample criteriaSample criteria

–– Countries with more than 50 firms in I/B/E/S Countries with more than 50 firms in I/B/E/S 
–– Firms followed by both local and foreign analysts for Firms followed by both local and foreign analysts for 

each year and for each firm, so that both groups appear each year and for each firm, so that both groups appear 
for every firmfor every firm--yearyear

–– Time period: 2001Time period: 2001--20032003
–– Most recent earnings forecast for each analyst on each Most recent earnings forecast for each analyst on each 

firm/yearfirm/year

1414

Annual EPS forecast timelineAnnual EPS forecast timeline

Fiscal 
year 
end

180 
days

-365 
days

Horizon=1 Horizon=0

Report 
date

5 days
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Measures of forecast accuracyMeasures of forecast accuracy

Proportional mean priceProportional mean price--scaled absolute forecast errorscaled absolute forecast error
–– Forecast accuracy measure for analyst j for firm i at time tForecast accuracy measure for analyst j for firm i at time t

= = -- ((AFEPAFEPijtijt--avgAFEPavgAFEPjTjT)/avgAFEP)/avgAFEPjTjT

–– A positive value for this variable indicates that the absolute A positive value for this variable indicates that the absolute 
forecast error of analyst i for firm forecast error of analyst i for firm jj’’ss fiscal year T is smaller than fiscal year T is smaller than 
the average absolute forecast error of all of the forecasts for the average absolute forecast error of all of the forecasts for the the 
same firm/year.same firm/year.

We also investigate other accuracy measures.We also investigate other accuracy measures.
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Forecast accuracy Forecast accuracy -- meanmean

2020

Model: Regression with firm clusterModel: Regression with firm cluster

Dependent variableDependent variable
–– Forecast accuracyForecast accuracy

Independent variableIndependent variable
–– Dummy for local analyst (+)Dummy for local analyst (+)
–– Broker size (+)Broker size (+)
–– Forecast horizon (Forecast horizon (--))
–– No. of industries covered (No. of industries covered (--))
–– FirmFirm--specific experience (+)specific experience (+)
–– Career experience (+)Career experience (+)
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Table 4: Local analyst advantage

2222

Table Table 5: Sub5: Sub--samples by forecast horizon and yearsamples by forecast horizon and year
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Table 5 Table 5 -- ContinuedContinued

2424

Table 6: Does firmTable 6: Does firm--level transparency matter?level transparency matter?

Independent variableIndependent variable
–– Dummy for local analyst (+)Dummy for local analyst (+)
–– Dummy for transparency (+)Dummy for transparency (+)
–– Dummy for local analyst x dummy for transparency (Dummy for local analyst x dummy for transparency (--))
–– Broker size (+)Broker size (+)
–– Forecast horizon (Forecast horizon (--))
–– No. of industries covered (No. of industries covered (--))
–– FirmFirm--specific experience (+)specific experience (+)
–– Career experience (+)Career experience (+)
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Table 6: FirmTable 6: Firm--level transparencylevel transparency
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Table 7. Do country characteristics matter?Table 7. Do country characteristics matter?

Interaction of local analyst dummy withInteraction of local analyst dummy with
–– English language (English language (--))
–– Economic and financial development (?)Economic and financial development (?)
–– Ownership concentration (+)Ownership concentration (+)
–– Presence of active institutional investors (Presence of active institutional investors (--))
–– Protection of investor rights (?)Protection of investor rights (?)
–– Quality of disclosure (Quality of disclosure (--))
–– Informational efficiency of capital markets (Informational efficiency of capital markets (--))
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Table 7: Analyst local advantage and 
country characteristics

2828

Table 7 - continued
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Foreign investors and analyst local advantageForeign investors and analyst local advantage

Foreign investorsForeign investors’’ demand for analyst services increases demand for analyst services increases 
when they become more interested in a countrywhen they become more interested in a country
Greater supply of analyst services when foreign investors Greater supply of analyst services when foreign investors 
are more interested in a country and hold more equity are more interested in a country and hold more equity 
from that country.from that country.
If analysts become more accurate when the demand for If analysts become more accurate when the demand for 
their services increases (more resources), one would their services increases (more resources), one would 
expect the analyst local advantage to fall as the portfolio expect the analyst local advantage to fall as the portfolio 
share of foreign investors in a country increases. share of foreign investors in a country increases. 

3030

Proxies of demand for analyst servicesProxies of demand for analyst services

US holdingsUS holdings
–– US investorsUS investors’’ equity and debt holdings of foreign country j / equity and debt holdings of foreign country j / 

foreign country foreign country jj’’ss GDPGDP

US flowsUS flows
–– US investorsUS investors’’ equity and debt trading values of foreign country j equity and debt trading values of foreign country j 

/ foreign country / foreign country jj’’ss GDPGDP

US equityUS equity
–– US investorsUS investors’’ equity holdings of foreign country j / foreign equity holdings of foreign country j / foreign 

country country jj’’ss equity market capitalizationequity market capitalization

US portfolioUS portfolio
–– US investorsUS investors’’ equity holdings of foreign country j / US equity holdings of foreign country j / US 

investorsinvestors‘‘ total equity holdingstotal equity holdings
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Table 8 Table 8 Foreign investors and local analyst Foreign investors and local analyst 
advantageadvantage

3232

Information asymmetry and Information asymmetry and 
analyst local advantageanalyst local advantage

Information asymmetry Information asymmetry local analyst advantage?local analyst advantage?
–– Less interest from foreign investors results in less demand for Less interest from foreign investors results in less demand for 

foreign analyst services, which results in higher local  advantaforeign analyst services, which results in higher local  advantage.  ge.  
In this case, analyst local advantage has nothing to do directlyIn this case, analyst local advantage has nothing to do directly
with information asymmetry or home bias.with information asymmetry or home bias.

–– Information asymmetries that make local analysts better Information asymmetries that make local analysts better 
informed and foreign investors less well informed can, at the informed and foreign investors less well informed can, at the 
same time, reduce the portfolio share of a country in the portfosame time, reduce the portfolio share of a country in the portfolio lio 
of foreign investors and increase the analyst local advantage. Iof foreign investors and increase the analyst local advantage. In n 
this case, information asymmetry is a common cause for the this case, information asymmetry is a common cause for the 
analyst local advantage and home bias.analyst local advantage and home bias.
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Home bias and analyst local advantageHome bias and analyst local advantage

Home bias for a foreign country j = Home bias for a foreign country j = 
(market cap of country j /world market cap) (market cap of country j /world market cap) ––
(US investors(US investors’’ equity holdings of country j /US equity holdings of country j /US 

investorsinvestors‘‘ total equity holdings)total equity holdings)

US portfolio share = (WORLD RATIO US portfolio share = (WORLD RATIO –– DIFF)DIFF)

3434

Home bias and analyst local advantageHome bias and analyst local advantage

Keeping the home bias component constantKeeping the home bias component constant
An increase in the WORLD RATIO variable An increase in the WORLD RATIO variable 

increase in the demand for analyst services by increase in the demand for analyst services by 
foreign investors foreign investors decrease in the analyst local decrease in the analyst local 
advantage advantage if the causation runs from the U.S. if the causation runs from the U.S. 
investor holdings to analyst local advantage.investor holdings to analyst local advantage.
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Home bias and analyst local advantageHome bias and analyst local advantage

3636

CrossCross--sectional regressionsectional regression
US portfolio US portfolio sharesharejj

= 0.333 + 0.967 WORLD = 0.333 + 0.967 WORLD RATIORATIOjj –– 2.240 Local 2.240 Local advantageadvantagejj

(0.287)  (0.000)                               (0.074)(0.287)  (0.000)                               (0.074)
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Table 9: Robustness testsTable 9: Robustness tests

Alternative measures of forecast accuracyAlternative measures of forecast accuracy
Extend the sample to include firms that are followed by Extend the sample to include firms that are followed by 
only one type of analysts.only one type of analysts.
Extend the sample to include all analyst forecasts during Extend the sample to include all analyst forecasts during 
our sample period.our sample period.
Add additional control variables that might be related to Add additional control variables that might be related to 
accuracy.  accuracy.  

3838

Summary and conclusionSummary and conclusion

There is a significant analyst local advantage.There is a significant analyst local advantage.
The analyst local advantage is strong in countries where The analyst local advantage is strong in countries where 
disclosures are weaker, where institutional investors are disclosures are weaker, where institutional investors are 
less important, and where share ownership is more less important, and where share ownership is more 
concentrated. It is also strong in countries that are concentrated. It is also strong in countries that are 
underweighted in U.S. portfolios.underweighted in U.S. portfolios.
Information asymmetry appears a common cause for the Information asymmetry appears a common cause for the 
analyst local advantage and home bias.analyst local advantage and home bias.
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NelsonNelson’’s Directory: exampless Directory: examples

Credit Suisse First Boston Corporation
11 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10010-3629
www.csfb.com
Type of organization: Investment Bank/Broker
Key Executives:________________________________
Equity:
Brady Dougan........................................ Global Head/Equities
Alfred Jackson............................. Head of Global Equity Research
Research Services Offered:_________________________
Equity Research:
Company Research, Fundamental Research, IPOs, Industry Resea
Bankruptcies/Distressed Issues
Analysts/Research Professionals:______________________

Equity Analysts:
Matt Adams (Hong Kong)....................... Internet - Digital Media
Ottavio Adorisio (London)............... Telecoms-Alternative Carriers
Matthew Akman (Toronto). ....................... Pipeline & Utilities
Walter Altherr (Tokyo)...................... Financial Services: Banks
David Anstey (Sydney). ........................... Smaller Companies
Gary Baiter (*)......................... Specialty Hardlines Retailing
Shane Bannan(Sydney)...................................... Generalist
James D. Bantis (Toronto)........................................ Banks
Jay Chang (Hong Kong)............................. Telecoms (China)

China Mobile, Ltd.
(941 - Stock Exchange of Hong Kong)
60-F, Dan Sing Financial Centre 852 3121 8888
108 Glocester Rd                           (fax) 852 2511 9092
Wanchai, Hong Kong
www.chinamobilehk.com
The Company provides mobile telecommunication services
in 13 provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions in
Chairman........................ Wang Xiaochu, (4yrs)
CEO............................ Wang Xiaochu, (4yrs)
COO............................... Zhengun Li, (3yrs)
CFO............................. Ding Donghua, (6yrs)
Investor Relations............................. Li Ping
Corp. Communications........................ Li Ping
Secretary......................... ShunLoy Jacky Yung
General Counsel......................... David Kreider
Employees:
Legal Counsel:
38,748
Linklates Sullivan & Cromwell
Equity Analyst Coverage:
Bear, Stearns... Evan Erlanson 852 2593-2700
BNP Paribas... Marvin Lo 852 2825-1888
Core Pacific-Yamaichi Intl (HK) ...ArthurLaw 852 2826-0700
Credit Suisse First Boston ...Jay Chang 852 2101-6000
Daiwa Institute of Research... Jenny Szeto 852 2848-4972
Dao Heng Securities... Pauline Lau 852 2218-2828


